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Abstract

Knee bone diseases are rare but might be highly destructive. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the main approach to identify knee cancer and its treatment. Normally, the knee cancers are pointed out with the help of different MRI analysis techniques and latter image analysis strategies understand these images. Computer-based medical image analysis is getting researcher's interest due to its advantages of speed and accuracy as compared to traditional techniques. The focus of current research is MRI-based medical image analysis for knee bone disease detection. Accordingly, several approaches for features extraction and segmentation for knee bone cancer are analyzed and compared on benchmark database. Finally, the current state of the art is investigated and future directions are proposed.
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1. Introduction

Computers are being used in a verity of fields and digital images have a great effect on modern society. The field of medicine is one of the areas that received the greatest impact from the computer. Medical images have turned into an imperative piece of therapeutic determination and treatment [1]. Medical images play a considerable part in medical applications since specialists are occupied with uncovering inward life structures. Several techniques are reported in the state of art depends on cross-sectional images such as computed tomography (CT), X-ray, MRI or some other tomographic modalities PET, SPECT, ultrasound etc. [2, 3]. Currently, medical image processing is a significant areas in the field of image processing that analyzes the problems and applications of medical images.
Various applications of medical image processing are Image segmentation, image record-keeping, and image-directed surgical treatments. Image segmentation is the most vital area of image processing as it extracts the region of interest by automatic or semi-automatic method [4, 5]. Numerous segmentation techniques have been utilized as a part of the restorative application to fragment the tissues and body organs and the results have been used wildly in surgeries and clinical applications[6, 7].

This research starts with an overview of magnetic resonance imaging techniques with their pros and cons. It follows by describing pre-processing tasks like images enhancement and feature extraction. Description of several segmentation methods has been explained and followed by post-processing techniques. Moreover, current paper is arranged into three main sections; section 2 highlights pre-processing techniques for MRI, section 3 presents MRI segmentation techniques and paper is concluded in section 4.

2. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

Commonly used medical imaging techniques are X-ray, CT, ultrasound and MRI. X-ray is the oldest modality among all, and it has been in practice for over a century. This system utilizes Electromagnetic radiation with a short wavelength and intense vitality. The frequency of this radiation is between $10^6$ and $10^{21}$ Hertz. The X-ray hit the organs and makes a negative image because the shadows are white regions and objects are gray. Nowadays, X-ray has been used widely for most of the body organs like joints, bones and chest cavity[8-10].

CT is the other medical imaging technique, in which X-ray is used to take images of the body parts. CT scanner machine moves beside the body and scans the desired organ. It makes several equivalent parts from each organ by passing X-ray beams through body. Every X-ray beat keeps going only a small amount of a moment and produces a portion of the organ or region of interest. For printing or future study the produced image slice are saved by computer. In this technology, hard tissues appear by white color and soft tissues appear by dark and gray colors[11-13]. CT arthrography image is shown in further down figure.

![Figure 1: CT arthrography, Knee radiograph with horizontal beam][14]

MRI is relatively young medical imaging technique which depends on the physical phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). It produces exceptionally high-quality 2D/3D images of human anatomic tissues by utilizing the hydrogen's interaction with a
strong external magnetic field and radio frequency. In the neuroimaging domain, MRI is superior to other imaging techniques, such as CT, ultrasound, and X-ray, and has already become the primary technique for neurological diagnosis and treatment [15, 16].

MRI is a medical imaging technique that becomes famous during this decade. This technique is still immature and under observation of several researchers. The history of MRI comes back to Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell who discovered the magnetic resonance phenomenon autonomously in 1946 and they got Nobel Prize in 1952. The first small sample tube presented by Paul Lauterbur, in 1973. Using phase and frequency encoding, and the Fourier Transform, Richard Ernst presented magnetic resonance imaging in 1975. It became the foundation of current MRI techniques. Whole body MRI presented by Raymond Damadian, in 1977[17, 18]. In 1980, Ernst's technique has been used by Edelstein and co-workers to perform established imaging of the body. This technique could be produced a single image in almost five minutes. In 1986, this achievement decreased to around five seconds. The first business model MR scanner was generated at Helsinki University Central Hospital, in June 1982. From this time many companies start to produce MR machines, such as PHILIPS Medical Systems, GE Medical Systems, TOSHIBA America Medical Systems (TAMS), HITACHI Medical, and SIEMENS Medical Solution[19, 20]. In 1993, new functional MRI produced and started a new research in this area. Clinics and hospitals bought around 1,300 MRI machine until 1988. More than 17,000 MRI machine is using in hospitals around the world and more than 2,500 scanners are installed each year[21].

In MRI imaging patient should be put in the machine during the operation. Magnetic field makes effects on hydrogen atoms of body organs and aligns them to the same or opposite direction with this field. A powerful radio signal is passed through the patient's body that excited the hydrogen atoms with the same frequency as the radio wave. Mean is that hydrogen atoms will be raised to a higher state of energy and start to resonate with the exciting wave. After turning off the radio signal the hydrogen atoms will back to original energy state. During the coming back to the previous energy, hydrogen atoms release the excited energy which they gained from radio signals[22, 23]. MRI machine detects released energy and converts it to readable data. The number of atoms, their characteristics, and tissues properties has an important effect on taking time for excited hydrogen atoms to come back to their original energy. This time is taken to generate one slice, thus for producing a number of parallel slices in MRI, it takes the number of slices multiply to time for one slice[24, 25].

The whole part of the body is included from water, which is around 70%. A water molecule is included hydrogen atoms. In MRI considered to this subject and it has been used to produce a novel imaging technique. One of the measurements for the magnet in MRI equipment is Tesla and the other popular measurement is Gauss. Each Tesla is equal to 10,000 Gauss. Tesla domain that is using in MRI is from 0.5 to 2.0 Tesla that is equal to 5,000 to 20,000 Gauss. Magnetic fields more than 2 Tesla cannot be used for medical imaging.
Against the CT-scan and X-ray which let us produce an image in one direction MRI machine obtain images in three planes which are the sagittal plane, the horizontal plane, and coronal plane[26]. These three imaging planes are shown in figure 2.

![Figure 2: Three planes imaging in MRI techniques [26].](image)

The MRI imaging is done around three axes which are:

- **x-axis**: from back to front
- **y-axis**: from left arm to right arm
- **z-axis**: head to feet

![Figure 3: MRI imaging axis](image)

Relaxation is one the important factor in MRI, which is the time period that the proton, which is, located in nuclei of atoms release the energy. This period is the time when excited nuclei come back from high energy to the low energy. T1 and T2 are biological parameters that control the relaxation factor[27-29]. These parameters define the ability to separate different
tissues from each other. The time constant of z-direction called T1 or spin-lattice relaxation time and the time constant of XY-plane called T2 or spin-spin relaxation time is relaxation process and time. These two parameters are related to tissue's physical interactions, which are around 2-3 seconds in pure water. T1 is considerably greater than T2 in biological materials. T1/T2 relaxation times have differences in different tissues, which lead to construct the image by the recording of these times. MRI imaging has produced three types of MR images, which are T1, T2, and Proton Density (PD)-weighted images. T1 relaxation time comparison of different tissues can produce T1-weighted images; T2 relaxation time comparison of different tissues could produce T2-weighted images and calculating the sum of protons per unit in each tissue produce PD-weighted images[30, 31].

An MRI machine include of six elements: magnet, shim coils, radio frequency (RF) coil, receiver coil, gradient coils, computer.

One of the drawbacks in MRI is intensity in homogeneity. Mean that in MRI imaging the intensity of same tissues does not have constant intensity over the image domain. In the other word, pixels in the same tissues some time have differences and pixels in the different tissues some time have similarities due to two main causes. The first one is the magnetic field with a static fault; the second one is the faulty RF coils and the variable magnetization ability between RF coils and patients[32, 33].

2.1 Pre-processing

This section presents pre-processing techniques that are performed prior to segmentation process. The result of this step improves the image for segmentation task and extract useful feature to apply in subsequent steps.

2.1.1 Image Enhancement

Image enhancement is image processing chore to increase appearance for human and to makes better contrast and visibility of features. It fundamentally improving image information for human viewers and generate a better image to input to further automatic image processing methods. Manipulate characteristics and features of an image to improve it for a special chore and the definite spectator is the basic objective of image enhancement. Some features and characteristics are improved during this task. Many image enhancements have been presented for each specific purpose, but they are divided into two main parts[34, 35]:

- a. Spatial Domain Methods
- b. Frequency Domain Methods

Applying some methods or formula is used to map images pixel in spatial domain method, but in frequency domain methods, Fourier transform is used to improve images. These operations are applied to adjust the image brightness, contrast or distribution of the gray
levels. Images pixels are changed according to the methods to achieve desired values to get improved image [25, 30, 36].

In image enhancement, we can declare T transformation to map values from image f into g. the parameter r and s represent the values of pixels in images f and g. therefore

\[
T: f \rightarrow g \\
s = T(r)
\]  

(1)  

(2)

T is a 1-1 function that maps f values to g values. If an image is k bit, it can be $2^k$ grey level values. Therefore, values can be transform to $[0, 2^k-1]$. Some of useful image enhancements are Contrast Stretching, Logarithmic Transformation, Power-Law Transformations, Piecewise Linear Transformation Functions, Gamma correction, Grey Level Slicing and Histogram Processing[37].

![Figure 4: (a)Original cartilage image, (b)conventional, (c)CLAHE, (d)BBH, (e)DSIHE, (f)RSIHE, (g) MMBEBHE (h)MBOBHE (proposed) [38].](image)

In figure 4, an image enhancement technique is implemented for early detection of knee osteoarthritis

2.1.2 Texture Analysis
One of the important properties to identify and recognize images is texture. Nonetheless, there is no formal and complete definition for texture analysis, yet researchers have presented some measurements. The intensity variations in image pixels present texture, which can be seen in nature scene like sand, stones, grass, and leave. Texture presents info regarding the spatial distribution of color or intensity in the image. It refers to the regional intensity variation from one pixel with its neighbors or inside a small region[39]. Texture analysis has played a significant role in medical imaging and it's popular using in this area are segmentation, classification and synthesis. The texture is an significant image characteristic, which has been used to classify same parts and recognize similar objects. Many texture analysis techniques have been represented which could be classified into three basic categories: statistical techniques, statistical techniques, and spectral techniques.

In the statistical technique, some characteristics like smooth, coarse, grainy are calculated. This technique measures texture feature by statistical rules governing the distribution and relation of grey-levels[40]. Some random process is estimated by applying this technique. The commonly used methods in this technique are based on gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM). In this method, various textural features are extracted from the image using GLCM [27]. Structural technique use images primitive to analyze texture. Structural techniques try to introduce textures using repetitive image primitives [41]. Spectral techniques are based on Fourier functions. Periodic image or almost periodic 2-D Patterns could explain using spectral techniques. The most generally used methods are Fourier spectrum, Bessel-Fourier, Gabor functions and wavelet transform [42].

2.1.3 Co-Occurrence Matrix

Based on gray level co-occurrence, that is the second-order statistics image characteristics are estimated. This matrix is generated consider to the relationship between pixels or two groups of pixels. Gray level co-occurrence has been suggested based on pixels relationship and some primary features were presented based on it and become popular with widely using [43]. Also, many features have been generated based on GLCM with other researchers. GLCM represent the relationship between two intensity pixels at two distinct locations. It calculates the number of times that two intensities locate in the specific position. Figure 5 shows a sample of intensity pixels set and a GLCM based employed for its generation.

![Co-Occurrence Matrix](image)

**Figure 5:** Making GLMC from the original image. a)original image. b)Co-Occurrence matrix[44].
The GLCM is included from P(i,j) which is the probability or the number of occurring i and j along with a given direction and specific at distance. For example, we investigate the relationship between (1,3) in the original image in which the frequency or number of the occurring pixel having gray level 3 is directly connected to the right of the pixel with gray level 1. The number of this condition is equal to the value which is in the (1,3) location of Co-occurrence matrix. The number of rows and columns of Co-occurrence are equal to the number of threshold levels. Because original image has 4 different gray levels intensity, the Co-occurrence matrix is 4 by 4. The distance between neighboring pixels is 1 and can produce different Co-occurrence matrixes in a different direction[45]. In such situation, it's better to select more distant neighbors to generate co-occurrence matrix. Four directions have been presented which are 0, 45, 90, 135 degrees. 14 significant textural descriptors presented based on GLCM to extract texture features[46]. In the following four commonly used descriptors has been presented which is uniformity of energy, contrast, correlation and entropy and defined as

\[
\text{Uniformity of energy} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} (P(i,j))^2
\]

\[
\text{Contrast} = \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} t^2 \sum_{j=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} P(i,j) , \quad t = |i - j|
\]

\[
\text{Correlation} = \frac{1}{\sigma_x \sigma_y} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} i \cdot j \cdot P(i,j) - \mu_x \mu_y \right]
\]

\[
\text{Energy} = -\sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} P(i,j) \log(P(i,j))
\]

3. Segmentation Approaches

In this section, several segmentation techniques employed in recent medical images segmentation are elaborated along with their implementation and pros, cons. Thresholding, region growing, edge based methods which includes region and boundary, are explained in detail. Some learning methods, which include supervised and unsupervised techniques, are also explained. Finally, the latest segmentation approaches such as graph cut, which use both of region, boundary and categorized in the hybrid method are explained at the end of this paper (grab cut- lazy snapping).

3.1. Recent Segmentation Approaches

Lasse et al. [47] introduced a new method for collagen architecture of knee joint. The introduced method is an assessment of the patient outcome for exact collagen architecture in time dependent. This process is captured during the human gait. Kashyap et al. [48] introduced a 4D fully automated method for knee joint segmentation. The introduced method is extended the 3D LOGISIMOS method. Satyananda et al. [49] present a learning based knee segmentation method. The introduced method is utilized two random forest classifiers in sequence. The flow chart is shown in figure 5. Prasoon et al. [50] introduced a 2D CNN

...
method for voxel classification. They have one to one association between 3D images. Tamez et al. [51] introduced an unsupervised method for knee segmentation. It provides precise segmentation, which is further used to extract the surface area, articular cartilage volume, thickness and sub chondral bone plate curvature. Kashyap et al. [52] extend the LOGISMOS method for knee segmentation by maintaining optimality. Wang et al. [53] introduced a multiclass learning technique for segmentation of patellar cartilage, which feats the relative limitations between cartilage and bone. Zhou et al. [54] perform 3D knee segmentation from three different sequences such as sagittal, coronal and MRI respectively. Mallikarjunaswamy et al. [55] implements a hybrid segmentation method for knee joint segmentation. The region growing method is merged with volume rendering of 3D visualization. Pang et al. [56] introduced an automatic segmentation of cartilage based on three binary classifiers. The binary classifiers are employed by Bayesian theorem for segmentation. Ashan et al. [57] introduced a multi-atlas segmentation technique with patch based label fusion. They assure the spatial and regularity separation of tibial and femoral cartilage. Paproki et al. [58] present an automated segmentation PCL by validating a multi scale patch based method for knee joint segmentation. Gan et al. [59] introduced a random walk based knee joint segmentation. Hong et al. [60] investigate the capability of a random walk for knee joint segmentation. The segmentation is accessed by implementing Dice similarity method. The evaluation is performed on normal cartilage and diseased cartilage. Antony et al. [61] introduced a new method for automatically quantify the severity of knee using X-RAY images. The introduced method is consists of two steps: a) automatically localizing the knee joints; b) classifying the localizing knee joints. Then fully CNN is utilized for accurately detect the knee joints. Swamy et al. [62] improve the problem of knee segmentation using radial search based method and also improve the computation time. Lee et al. [63] present fully automated method for knee joint segmentation using local structural analysis and multi Atlas method. The introduced method efficiently detects the knee joints. Zhang et al. [64] exploit the set of features and spatial dependencies among neighboring voxels. Also, SVM and random field based association and interaction are utilized for classification. Liu et al. [65] segment the knee joints by region based active contour method. Dijia et al. [66] proposed effective and accurate segmentation technique with multiple bones. It uses a model based marginal space learning for pose assessment and flexible border distortion, followed by graph-cut and multi layer graph partition to recover shape details and remove overlapping between bones respectively. Lee et al. [67] segment the knee joints by graph cut method with novel labeled refinement and shape prior.
Table 1: Description of existing segmentation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lasse et al. [47]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Assessment of the impact of patient-particular collagen design on time subordinate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashyap et al. [48]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>A 4D accurate and fully automated segmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prasoon et al. [50]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Voxel classification integrating three 2D CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamez et al. [51]</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>An unsupervised segmentation method, which gives precise segmentation that is further used to extract the surface area, articular cartilage volume, thickness, and subchondral bone plate curvature.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kashyap et al. [52]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Extended the 4D layered LOGISMOS segmentation method while maintaining optimality.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [53]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A multi class learning technique of segmentation of patellar cartilage, tibial, and femoral is presented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. [54]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>3D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallikarjunaswamy et al. [55]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Region growing method along with volume rendering of 3D visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahmood et al. [68]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Edge detection and segmentation techniques for knee cartilage visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pang et al. [56]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>An automatic segmentation based on three binary classifiers was built by using Bayesian theorem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan et al. [57]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>A multi-atlas segmentation technique with patch based label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paproki et al. [58]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Presented an automated segmentation PCL by validating a multi scale patch-based technique.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. [59]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Presented and analyzed a knee cartilage segmentation method by considering random walks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gan et al. [60]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Inter-observer reproducibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antony et al. [61]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Automatically detect the knee joints using a fully convolutional neural network (FCN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swamy et al. [62]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A semiautomatic method for knee joints segmentation. The radial search method is used search area to reduce computation time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1 Region and Boundary Methods

(a) Thresholding

It is simple and fast segmentation method that segment images based on regions with different gray level. The threshold can be defined as the value in the histogram by which intensities of background and foreground pixels can be split into two parts. Pixels with low intensities then threshold value are considered as ‘background’ on the other hand, Pixels with high or equal values of intensities than the threshold are considered as ‘foreground’. Consequently,

\[
O(i,j) = \begin{cases} 
    \text{foreground} & \text{if } I(i,j) \geq T \\
    \text{Background} & \text{if } I(i,j) < T 
\end{cases}
\]  

(7)

Where T is the value of threshold, \(I(i,j)\) is defined as pixel intensity at location \((i,j)\). Selection of threshold value is dependent on the result of segmentation, if threshold is inappropriate, the result of segmentation would be worse. Multi-thresholding is a type of thresholding in which more than one thresholds are used for separating multiple objects with different grey levels.

In the following images a CT, images of legs has been extracted by performing thresholding segmentation.
Figure 7: Applying thresholding on CT image: a) original CT images b) initial segmentation. d) Bone region after iterative adaptive thresholding [45].

(b) Region Growing

Region growing is the collaborative method of segmentation which take the initial seed point for the user and then start the procedure.

Region growing is a collaborative segmentation method, which takes seed point from user as input and then starts the procedure. This method isolates an area of pictures in light of some predefined law as per force data. In the least complex frame, the user should choose one seed point. It will be become in view of its homogeneity properties as per neighbouring pixels [69]. There are a few locales developed based strategies that have a distinction in homogeneity criteria definition. A general region growing algorithm is given further down,

Algorithm:
Region_Growing (Input : \( \zeta \))
- Region \( \gamma = \{\zeta\} \)
- While \( \gamma \cdot \eta \neq \{\} \)
  - at every value of voxel \( \nu \) in \( \gamma \cdot \eta \), if \( g(\nu, \gamma) = true \), then add \( \nu \) to \( \gamma \)
- end while loop
- Return \( \gamma \)

Where \( \zeta \) represents seed, \( \eta \) is neighbour

In above mention algorithm, \( \gamma \) is defined as the region we need to extract. This algorithm shows the basic region growing process which calculates the distance among voxel \( \nu \) and mean of the region which is delibrated in further down equation:
\[ g(\nu, \gamma) = |f(\nu) - \mu_\gamma| < \tau \quad (8) \]

Where \( \mu_\gamma \) is mean of the region ‘\( \gamma \)’ and ‘\( \tau \)’ represents threshold value. Value of threshold can be chosen by automated method or manually. The region growing based segmentation is shown in further down figure.

![Region growing based segmentation](image)

**Figure 8:** Region growing based segmentation [71].

### Table 2: Description of recent segmentation techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uozumi et al. [72]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Knee joint segmentation into respective bone via anatomical structure for the knee joint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [64]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>An automated cartilage segmentation method, which exploits the set of images (magnetic resonance) features and spatial dependencies among neighboring voxels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [65]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Region-based active contour method for knee segmentation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dijia et al. [66]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>A model based marginal space learning for pose assessment and flexible border distortion, followed by graph-cut and multi layer graph partition method is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [73]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>A new classification model by using extreme learning machine based association and a discriminative random field based interaction potential.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [67]</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>A graph cut based segmentation method with novel label refinement and shape prior.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) **Edge Detection**

Edge detection is a boundary based method that is one of the basic tools in image processing and computer vision. Pixels difference rather than pixel similarities is the basic idea of this
method. It can be achieved by following sudden changes in pixels intensity. Edge can be calculated by applying gradient operator on matrix intensity pixels and performing thresholding on the magnitude of gradient image[74].

Most of the clinical work has been done on semi-automatic segmentation. In these techniques, the user needs to select some seed points based on their aims and image characteristics like Region Growing methods, Level Sets, Snakes, Graph Cuts. Some semi-automatic work has been done on meniscus with reasonable accuracy but it is necessary to produce automated method.

(c) Graph Cut approach

An automated segmentation has been done on bone MRI using phase information and applying classification on texture features, although achieving phase information of each MRI slice is not common in imaging and recording MRI data, the results are not bad. Other automated works are applying active shape model on bone-cartilage and performing statistical shape models on bone. The appropriate regions of interest using graph cut based method have shown the best accuracy. During last decade this algorithm has been used widely in image processing and vision applications.

Graph cut is an interactive computer vision method that is the labeling problem and used as segmentation in image processing. The nodes of graph play role as graph’s nodes and the edge weight get values from the relationship between pixels. Some pixels are selected as primary foreground and the background area. Some edges are linked this primary area with two extra nodes that called “T” and “S”. “T” is related to terminal and used for background area; “S” is related to sink and used for foreground area. A minimum cost cut generates segmentation by producing a cut on graph edges. The whole process is exhibited in Figure 9.
Graph cut is an interactive segmentation method, means that operator should select some seed point to initialize the algorithm. In recent work, an equation has been produced and has been applied in texture information to produce seed points by block discovery to initialize Graph cut instead of human interactions. The results have been shown in Figure 10.

Figure 9: Graph cut: (a) seed points are selected for background and foreground; (b) waited for the graph; (c) calculating Minimum cut; (d) segmentation results. [75]
Figure 10: Graph-cut based segmentation results[76].

### 3.2. Other Approaches

Norouzi et al. [28] applied Graph Cut segmentation method which divides the images into some background parts and an object. The segmentation in this method is performed by applying the minimum cut algorithm, which finds the minimum cut on graph created by the pixels of images. Shan et al. [68] implement the cartilage segmentation by utilizing the three-label segmentation method. Experimental results evaluated that the proposed method shows superior performance 78.2% for femoral cartilage and 82.6% for tibial cartilage. Gan et al. [57] introduced a random walks knee cartilage segmentation model. If compared it with manual segmentation the proposed model has exhibited promising reproducibility in normal and diseased categories. In the literature, Wang et al. [77] applied multiple expert-segmented on images, that is known as atlases. The atlas segmentations are combined using label fusion. Lu et al. [78] applied Scene segmentation method that involves three steps. In step one, segmentation of cell clumps is performed. In step two, nuclei is segmented and detected and then the last step estimates the shape priors and primary cell segmentation for level set method. estimation of the shape priors and introductory divisions of the cells are required for the level set strategy. Dodin et al. [79] developed a completely computerized segmentation
technique for human knee MRI. The proposed strategy depends on Ray Casting technique that depends on disintegration of the MR images into various surface layers. Fujinaga et al. [80] applied semi-automated segmentation software by utilizing an vigorous contour model algorithm to demonstrate calculation of fragmented edge on every cut of 3D picture arrangement. The proposed step provides a more accurate and objective segmentation. Guillemaut et al. [81] proposed a novel method that, under different challenging conditions, can effectively process a good scene depiction by mean of graph-cut optimization of an energy function combining multiple image cues with strong priors. Wang et al. [82] introduced strategy to mutually section an arrangement of pictures containing objects from numerous classes. The proposed method firstly set up reliable useful maps over the info pictures, and present a detailing that unequivocally models fractional likeness over pictures rather than global consistency. Approval with two distinctive datasets is also introduced. Li et al. [83] developed a new region-based technique for segmentation, which can manage intensities in impartialities of segmentation. Swamy et al. [62] introduced a novel method in which knee joint MR images of typical and OA influenced are handled for division and representation of cartilage utilizing self-loader strategy. The spiral pursuit strategy is utilized with minor changes in inquiry zone to diminish calculation period. Cartilage width and bulk is restrained in horizontal, medical and patellar sections of the femur. An SVM classifier is used for classification. Uozumi et al. [72] proposed a new technique that used the anatomical design of knee joint and segments the knee joint into respective bone. In experiments, they calculated the identical rate of manual and the proposed strategy for assessing it. The proposed technique is sufficient to fragment the knee bones [87,88,89].

4. Datasets

4.1. MRI dataset:

The MRI dataset consists 15 normal and 10 diseased Dual Echo Steady state images of 3-Tesla (T). All the images in the dataset have following properties which are used in this experiment: flip angle 25° section thickness 0.7mm, matrix size 384 × 384, the bandwidth of 185 Hz/pixel, in plane resolution 0.365 ×0.456mm and TR/TE of 16.3/4.7 msec. The presented model is multimodal segmenting characteristics, which allow it to segment the different parts of the knee. Also, the proposed model has a high rate of reproducibility 0.93±0.022 in normal Cartilage and 0.90±0.049 in diseased cartilage as compared to manual segmentation, which has low reproducibility in the both cases of normal cartilage 0.83±0.028 and diseased cartilage 0.79±0.073. That’s why the ethnicity of the proposed method is established [84].

4.2. ACL:

The images in the ACL and OA cohort are down sampled to a matrix 5[50350310] iteratively morphed to the space of the reference randomly selected from the dataset. For the morphing, the spline transformation is utilized and further to optimize the figure of the transformation mutual information image similarity matrix is used and this process is repeated, and selected
whole 165 instances in the dataset. At the end, the best reference is selected that is used to minimize the overall dataset [85].

4.3. Co segmentation dataset

For the experiment purpose the proposed technique utilized the two benchmark co segmentation dataset and some downloaded images from the internet. A sample set of the downloaded images is selected and vary β control the overall performance. This dataset holds 30 classes and each class in the dataset have many images. These datasets are evaluated in the previous related work also but the performance this proposed method gave better results [86].

4.4. SKI 10

The ski10 dataset has to 250 Knee MRI originating from the surgical planning program. In the both cases either left or right knee are divided approximately equally. And the data of this dataset is acquired from 80 centers in the USA using Hitachi, Siemens, General Electric and many others. The pixel spacing of the Images is 0.4 0.4 and the distance between the slice is 1mm. the contrast agents are not utilized [57].

4.5. PETUTILE dataset

The UTILE MRI grouping is utilized and obtaining the time of 214 s was accomplished for the head-and-neck region with contrasted and 164 s for a solitary resound UTE examine and 1.75-mm isotropic resolution. The maps of the reciprocal sensitivity show high correlation with the MRI based CT scan and process is same for PET activities. The accuracy is reached to 81.1%. The whole correlation is high and the region of PET activities shows more accurate results in the case of mean and deviation [90-94].

5. Discussion / Conclusion

This paper has presented several techniques for MRI images analysis for knee bone cancer treatment. Accordingly, current methods reported in the state of art are elaborated and their results are compared to benchmark databases. The first group included simple methods like region growing and thresholding. That is followed by classification and clustering methods as the second group of image segmentation. These approaches work on region and boundary using extra information, statistical methods or training sets. The last group includes graph cut method that is based on boundary and region. Most of the works based on semi-automatic methods. However, these methods are sensitive to noise and input values have a profound effect on the accuracy. It is explained earlier that medical images have a noise problem and so this group of methods is not useful. Several researches have been done on the second group, but still, an optimal solution is in demand and so is a hot issue. Nonetheless, they show appropriate results but the best results are belonging to graph cut. Consequently, Graph cut based method has become popular during this decade.
The important benefit of graph cuts is that it calculates a universally optimum segmentation. It could find a general optimum solution for energy functions in the context of image segmentation that could achieve segmentation results with the best accuracy. The results that achieve in recent work in medical images show this method has appropriate performance in this area. It is essential to present instinctive image segmentation technique to analyse and process MRI image specifically knee bone. Many semi-automatic works have been done and providing automatic methods is a challenging work.

As a future prospectus, most important part of this work is to improve traditional graph cut method with a new set of edge weights and using iteration to reduce errors. The second important part of segmentation task is smoothness parameter $\lambda$, which has significant effect on segmentation result. Accordingly, we suggest a leaning method to find an appropriate $\lambda$ value to reduce the effectiveness of this parameter to change the result. Other contribution of this work is finding initial value to seed graph cut method to improve segmentation results.
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